
APPENDIX 1: TOTAL RESOURCE DESIGN

So far, this training manual has dealt with landscape design where aesthetic factors are of most concern. In other
words, it has concentrated on ensuring that visual resources are properly accounted for during forest operations.
However, a design is a creative process aimed at reconciling differences between competing values and uses of land
in a way that ensures a better fit with the landscape. An encompassing design involves more than aesthetic values
and has more to offer the forest manager.

Planning policies and processes are presently undergoing a rapid reappraisal in British Columbia. The strategic
overview contained in provincial principles and a Provincial Land Use Strategy will lead to Regional Strategies,
regional plans and basic management initiatives. These, in turn, set the scene for sub-regional plans including Land
and Resource Management Plans (LRMPs) down to Local Resource Use Plans (LRUPs), and eventually to operational
plans i.e. five-year development plans, Preharvest Silvicultural Prescriptions (PHSPs), cutting permits and logging
plans. Each of them focuses more narrowly and in increasing detail on a particular area. Each lower level is
constrained and has its references set by the level above.

The next logical step beyond LRUPs is to move to Total Resource Planning (TRP). This is the level where 
objectives for a specific land area would be sorted out. The LRUP establishes the trade-offs between competing
resources and enables the objectives to be verified and approved, and guidelines developed. The TRP should take the
objectives and apply them by, for example, the use of zoning such as wildlife corridors, scenic viewsheds etc, that is
where one objective takes priority over others. Some objectives would be refined at this stage. Options generated by
the process would be subject to economic and environmental feasibility and would be iterated towards the optimum
result.

It is clear that forest planning has moved swiftly from an emphasis on timber production towards a more balanced,
integrated view based on zoning of priorities for land use. One of the major problems of such planning remains how
to fit it to the landscape, not just the land. Timber planning resulted in clearcuts distributed across the forest in a
way which, as far as timber harvesting was concerned, had a logic to them, while the result has been geometric
shapes imposed on the landscape in a way which makes little visual sense. Total Resource Planning runs the risk of
the same thing happening, for example with parallel-sided riparian corridors or coastal protection strips and areas
set aside as Forest Ecosystems Network (FEN) which could still end up geometrically shaped. Clear-cuts allowed in
timber emphasis zones could still be geometric, even while satisfying basic integrated land use. Therefore the next
logical step is to combine the outcomes of TRP in terms of objectives, zones and general management guidelines
with the landscape design process to become Total Resource Design (TRD). This is as important for ecology as
landscape planning and implementation will work more directly with the landscape and with nature.

The outputs of Total Resource Design are:

1. A strategic design showing how the zones/units for each management activity fit the landscape character.
(To fit alongside the TSA/TFL management plan).

2. Phases for action worked out to satisfy the capacity for the landscape to cope with change (each of which
can become a 5-year development plan).

3. Detailed site specifications within each management unit (equivalent to a PHSP).

The steps of the process to be followed are:

1. Set objectives for the planning area.
2. Inventory the landscape to collect relevant information.
3. Analyze the landscape to see how far it can meet the objectives. Feedback to 1. above.
4. Prepare a strategic design concept which blends the objectives, land use zones and landscape.
5. Sketch design - working up the concept and iterating it to satisfy the feasibility tests.
6. Document the design, subject it to approval process.
7. Implement the design.
8. Monitor its implementation and revise the design as necessary.
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One of the strengths of the TRD process is that instead of merely taking the landscape to bits and then prescribing 
action for each part, the synthesis and integration of all the parts back into the whole landscape is stressed. This
is because it is the landscape character that leads the development of the forest design in the early stages of the
process so that in the long run, it relates to the least changing, more permanent features of the area such as
landform, soils, flora and fauna, not the short term vagaries of the timber markets, current trends or other external
pressures. These are accounted for at a later stage in the process where their weighting affects the implementation
of the earlier phases of the design.

It is most important that any design remains dynamic, flexible and, within certain limits, able to withstand some
variations and revision as time goes by. This reinforces the need for the design to be rooted in and driven by the
constant factors, while providing allowance for unforeseen circumstances.

Given that resources to produce designs are not unlimited, the degree of sophistication, attention to detail and
refinement of the plan as well as the time spent on its preparation depends very much on the sensitivity of the
landscape in question. Clearly, not every area justifies the same effort. In fact, it is likely that in the first instance
only those areas of highest overall sensitivity will be subject to total resource design.
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1. Develop visual force 
map and describe landscape

character in plan and
perspective
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to landscape structure and

objectives)
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in perspective which fit
landscape (include time
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objectives are achieved

during each pass

2. Identify Ecological
considerations. eg location of
existing potential FENS,
natural site disturbances in
plan and perspective 

3. Map constraints and
opportunities on plan and
perspective
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THE DESIGN TEAM

It is most efficient if a team of committed people from a range of disciplines prepare the TRD. One team member
should be identified as the �designer�. The team leader should be able to take some decisions, be able to motivate the
rest of the team and arbitrate among members if difficulties arise, for example conflicts between competing
disciplines.

The team must be answerable to a �client�. This may be a senior staff member in the Ministry of Forests - the
regional or district manager, a senior company divisional manager, or it might be a group or committee 
representing various agencies or interests. The client sets the broad objectives and decides on the acceptability of
the design or chooses from amongst a set of options presented by the team.
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The designer has a key role to play in the design synthesis stage of the design process (see below) as well as usually
being responsible for the visual quality area of concern. The other team members act as local experts on one or more
of a range of issues, provide briefing information, inventory material and analysis. Later, they evaluate the quality
of the design proposals prepared by the designer and help refine it towards the optimal solution.

THE DESIGN UNIT

It is too difficult to design very large areas all at once. There are too many factors to consider and the landform can
be too complex. It is advisable to break the total area into design units which are each capable of being designed in
one go. Obviously they have to be linked together at some point once a number of adjacent units have been designed.
Such units might naturally suggest themselves in the way the landform is split up into valleys, watersheds or the
stretch of mountain side between two side valleys, for example. In other, perhaps flatter landscapes, using roads or
other land uses as boundaries may help. The design units may not necessarily coincide with visual landscape
inventory units used to set VQOs, licensee boundaries, or even district boundaries.

Influences from the surrounding areas must be taken into account while the units are designed separately. In reality,
the design unit is a convenience and normally design progresses from one unit to another so that there are few visible
joints. If some parts of a TRD area are more urgent than others, then a map of units with priority rankings can help
in organising progress, resources and forward planning for inventory, etc.

STEPS OF THE DESIGN PROCESS

These were listed above. Now they will be explained more fully.
.
1. SETTING OBJECTIVES

Objectives set targets for the outcome of the design; something for the design team to aim for and a set of references
for team and client alike. They need to be explicit, measurable in some way, and realistic. Objectives arise or are
influenced from various sources. Some of these can be characterized as �top down/outside in� or �bottom up/inside out�.

A major set of top down/outside in objectives will be general goals, policy objectives, guidelines, standards and so on
passed down from higher authority or higher plans. They may be phrased in general terms or be province or region
wide in coverage. They should be refined down into a form applicable to the area under consideration. Also included
here will be issues and concerns expressed by members of the public, organizations and agencies not directly involved
in the chain of responsibility or even the planning process. Many of the objectives in this category will probably be
funnelled down from the LRUP or TRP stages already completed. In fact, the ideal situation would be where the
LRUP or TRP actually become the brief and objectives for the design.

Bottom up/inside out factors emerge as a result of the analysis stage and therefore have to be fed back into the
statements of objectives described above before the brief is firmed up. These kind of objectives are often phrased as
constraints and opportunities which influence the extent to which the main broad objectives can be met. This set of
factors is especially important when considering the sustainability or resilience of the landscape. For example, a top
down objective might be a pro-rata timber volume based on the annual allowable cut for a TFL. Site analysis might
reveal either more or less timber available in sustained fashion for that particular landscape. This means the
timber production objective should be modified - up or down.

Objectives can be expressed as quantified outputs such as volumes of timber, yields of water, areas of certain habitat
types perhaps. Or they can be stated as a desired future condition, a description of the type of pattern and structure
which seems to be most appropriate for that landscape. Such a statement is more qualitative than the others but
relates to the whole of the landscape as opposed to different parts or resource types.

The objectives should be written up into a brief or agreement which also contains timetables, deadlines, team roles,
lines of command and so on, so that both client and team know what is expected of each other. The brief should be
agreed at a meeting and progress reported at agreed intervals thereafter.
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2. THE LANDSCAPE INVENTORY

This is an important step as ultimately the soundness of the design decision depends on the quality and understanding
of the inventory data. What information to collect depends on the landscape under design and the outputs contained
in the objectives. The information is collected from desk and site survey. It is worth the team spending some time
sorting out in advance what sort of information to collect to avoid wasting time on irrelevant material later on. The
following list suggests the kinds of subject areas and range of information that may be needed (see Diaz 1992).

The information should be recorded on maps which should be keyed, annotated and dated. Long written reports
should be avoided.

Botany/Plant Ecology

� Prepare vegetation maps showing main vegetation types, potential vegetation (in fragmented landscapes)
successional stages. This data can be obtained from biogeoclimatic zone maps, aerial and site survey. Map rare or
unique plants and communities and those that are sensitive to landscape change (eg shade tolerants). Work out the
likely pattern of succession in different vegetation types and the effects of natural agents of disturbance on them.
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Fire/Fuels

� Work out the fire history and behaviour and its past and future likely effect on vegetation patterns.
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Fisheries/Riparian

� Identify important riparian habitats and minimum protection zones.

� Map stream classes as per provincial or regional guidelines.
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Hydrology

� Work out how water moves through the landscape (surface and subsurface).

� Map areas prone to landslide.

� Record areas important for, or at risk with respect to water quality.

� Identify community watershed zones and their buffer areas.
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Landscape/Visual Quality

� Map visual landscape units, sensitivity, existing visual condition, visual absorption capability and visual quality
objectives.

� Identify public and designer�s viewpoints.

� Photograph the landscape.

� Collect information on public perceptions.

� Locate the highly sensitive or vulnerable areas of special scenic value/genius loci.
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Recreation & Cultural History

� Identify and map the recreation features and their significance including recreation sites, routes and settings.

� Work out how people use the landscape for recreation.

� Describe and map recreation opportunity spectrum objectives.

� Identify and describe sites of archaeological or historic importance or value.

Area of strong Genius Loci -
waterfalls and old growth forest

Sensitivity

Existing Visual
Condition (EVC)

Visual Absorption
Capability (VAC)

Visual Quality
Objective (VQO)
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Silviculture

� Map previous silvicultural operations.

� Map areas at risk from insects, pathogens or wind damage.

� Identify area of �backlog� replanting, brush dominated sites, other desirable operations.

Selective thinning to remove
lodgepole pine will improve Fd
content and permit more WH/RC

Some conifers returning amongst
broadleaves. Some thinning
could help this

Problem of mountain pine beetle
in lodgepole pine. Sanitation
clearance necessary

Some replanting to add to the
natural regeneration coming in

Timber

� Map timber types from the inventory.

� Identify areas of poor quality/unmerchantable timber.

� Identify problem areas such as windfirmness, poor regeneration etc.

� Develop information on how the annual allowable cut affects the design area.

� Calculate any relevant percentages of harvest permitted per pass.
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Soils

� Map sensitive or critical soils, eg prone to mass wasting, damage by extraction machinery or erosion.

Unstable colluvial soils liable to
severe erosion if deforested
(extreme mass wasting hazard)

Soils prone to some erosion.
Should be kept mainly forested.
(extreme mass wasting hazard) 

Wet alluvial soils liable to suffer
from machines, and prone to
erode and cause water turbidity.

Existing logging roads 

Possible road alignments

Stream crossing points

Problem areas for construction

All areas below this line are
operable by grapple yarder. No
skidder terrain. Skyline above
line not possible - no spar trees.
Helicopter only above line.

Transport and Logging

� Map existing logging road system.

� Identify potential road location options.

� Map inoperable areas.

� Describe the scope of various harvesting systems in the landscape.
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3. LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS

This stage is where the inventory information is interpreted. The aim should be as full an understanding of the
landscape as possible. Spend a reasonable amount of time on this stage, but be careful to avoid over-analysis since
this will not provide any answers to the design.

The analysis should be composed of 3 inter-related parts:

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY

CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

After all 3 stages are complete it will be obvious that there are strong relationships between the 3, that they are
different facets of the same thing.
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Wildlife Biology

� Work out how different species use different vegetation types.

� Map patterns of migration or movement within the design unit.

� Map or record sensitive or at risk wildlife populations and their requirements.

Some bobcats live in these areas

Deer habitat: winter range (male,
white tail)

Elk habitat (winter range)

Inadequate habitat for many cavity
nesters

* Bears infrequent due to ranching

* Hawks, owls, buzzards 
commonly found. No spotted owl

* Clearcuts have disrupted some
elk habitat

* Mountain beaver has been
present recently in aspen areas
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LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

The landscape character analysis is as described in SECTION THREE of the training manual: Landform and land
feature analysis.
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Perspective of land feature analysis

Plan of land feature analysis
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LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY

This analysis concerns the spatial patterns, structures and functioning of the landscape as an ecosystem. The aim is
to identify landscape pattern objectives and give guidance to the designer so that ecological issues can be fed into
the design. At its most basic, it will help develop a forest ecosystem network. At its most sophisticated, it can enable
a disturbed landscape to be restored eventually to some degree of ecological health. The method of analysis
described here follows Diaz and Apostol (1992)* fairly closely. There are 5 steps to follow and each should be
identified, mapped and described as fully as possible given the information available.
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* see Diaz and Apostol (1992) Forest Landscape Analysis and Design, U.S. Forest Service, N.W. Pacific Region, Portland, Oregon.
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Step 1 - Landscape Structures

These are the elements of the landscape, the matrix, patches, corridors, and the landscape pattern composed by
them. They can be sorted from the survey data as vegetation patterns, plant ecology, wildlife biology etc.

The matrix will usually be the mature forest. This can be divided into the major ecological types using British
Columbia�s biogeoclimatic zonation system. Design units may occur solely within one zone or may straddle several.
In addition the matrix may be further divided into zones such as old growth, early mature etc.

Patches are smaller areas of contrasting character. They may be natural - scree, rock, water, wetland, broadleaves;
or they may be man made: clear cuts and former clear cuts at various successional stages, non forest sites (quarries,
surfaced areas, etc). Matrix and patches can be mapped together.

LANDSCAPE STRUCTURE 1

MATRIX: is largely intact with only a few openings. Forest cover is mature. 120 - 250+ years in age. Stable, full of components 
of interior old growth. Snags and downed dead wood in abundance. Areas of mature forest represents earlier seral stage now 
achieving continuity with the matrix in functional terms. The matrix is divided vertically by avalanche tracks so areas of 
continuous canopy are naturally limited in size. Alpine matrix lies above tree line. It is intact and contains full natural range 
of plant communities.

PATCHES: natural forest patches are the result of fire as main natural agent of disturbance. They provide valuable shelter and 
forage to elk, deer and beaver. Their size varies. As a component of the forest they are normally present as a percentage (20 - 
30%) of the forest at any one time. Krummholz patches in the alpine serve to guide the two major ecotypes and provide rodent 
habitat in the unstable avalanche zone. Forb dominated clear cuts represent a less natural component of this type of forest in 
size, shape and structure. Natural openings would tend to be larger and contain more standing timber dead and alive, and 
more downed timber. Their regular shape reduces the edge zone value for forage ungulates and hunting raptors. Duration is 15 
years after replanting. Avalanche tracks are natural breaks in the matrix which divide the forest into separate sections. They 
are low in value as habitat because of the lack of vegetation and constant exposure to avalanche. Ranchland represents an 
alteration of the forest to a perpetual early clear cut stage. Forage at the edge increases local ungulate presence in the winter.
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MATRIX

Late mature/old growth
forest, age classes 7,8,9
Mature forest, age class 6
Alpine

FOREST PATCHES

Shrub/forb clearcut

Aspen fire colonisation

Mature krummholz patches

OTHER NATURAL PATCHES

Rock/forb gramminoid areas

ALTERED PATCHES

Grass dominated
(ranchland)
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Corridors are linear features, usually of high contrast but not always, as in the case of a patch or stream completely
beneath the canopy. Highways, logging roads, trails, pipelines, powerlines, linear forest areas such as riparian
corridors or shoreline strips are typical examples.

LANDSCAPE STRUCTURE 2

The natural corridors of streams dissect the forest at regular intervals in definite valleys. The forest is dense and moist along 

these zones except where the stream coincides with an avalanche track. All streams are perennial. There is greater abundance of

ground vegetation in the zones. The area of functional riparian zone is assumed to be coincident with the areas marked.

Forest roads dissect the canopy of the matrix along the slope. They are narrow although the cut slope widens the space and 

allows light to the ground. The pavement is narrow and the verges colonised with forb species. There will be some disruption to

the movement of shade demanding species but the fragmentation is slight.

The trail route is narrow and completely beneath the canopy. A low level of use ensures fairly low disturbance. It runs within a 

major riparian zone.
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Step 2 - Landscape Flows

Flows in the landscape are those things that move across or through landscapes (in the air, on land or in the soil).
They can be energy or material, living or non-living. Typical flows of relevance to the forest landscape are water,
wind, fire, animals (flying and ground based), plants and fungi (noxious weeds, pathogenic fungi, non-native
invasive species) and humans. Record those flows of greatest concern or interest. The idea is to lead to an
understanding of the functional roles played by the landscape elements from Step 1. Identify those present now and
try to work out what are likely to be critical in the landscape in the future, and which might be affected by human
activity. Spend more time on those likely to be most seriously affected. Map or record where in the landscape the
flows occur - it might be dependent on particular structures, it might occur in a particular direction or be seasonal
or infrequent.

LANDSCAPE FLOWS

WATER: perennial streams are important as fish habitat and for human consumption. The streams are fed from melting snowpack.
Water quality is excellent. There are some barriers (falls) to fish migration at the headwaters. Some risk to the water is possible if
careless logging or road building disrupts drainage and causes siltation. Avalanches are a key feature affecting biotic and human
activity in some areas.

DEER & ELK: use the forest a lot, migrating to the higher parts in the summer but tending to use the lower areas for winter range.
The aspen provides extra forage. Ranching has had some effect on migration but also added to the attractiveness of the edges.

BOBCAT: use the upper zone and lower alpine areas. Their habitat has not been affected by activity at present except where the 
hiking trail passes through.

BIRDS: Range over the area.

FISH: come up the main river. Their use is restricted to the tributaries as far as they can travel.

PEOPLE: logging has started recently with some road construction and three openings. This disturbed all wildlife for a period but
many continue to use the area during quiet times. Hunting is popular, access being easier in the roaded areas than formerly. The 
deer and elk have altered their use of the roaded areas. Recreation use along the trail is less disruptive due to the low level and
concentration in the area with most cover. Bobcat may vary their habits in the vicinity of the trail.
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Step 3 - The Relationship Between Structures and Flows

This step defines the ecosystem model of the design unit, specifically in the way the flows relate to the structures.
The chief question to answer is: how do the individual landscape elements as well as the landscape pattern interact
with (foster, inhibit, increase, direct, etc) individual landscape flows? Out of this grows an understanding of how the
landscape functions as an ecological system (and where functions fail). At the moment this understanding is being
improved all the time and as yet is not complete. This should not prevent working with what is known, however. As
well as annotated maps it is a good idea to construct a matrix showing landscape elements versus landscape flows.
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ELK DEER BOBCAT BEAVER BIRDS FISH PEOPLE WATER

MATRIX
Optimal cover Same as elk Low usage Use only in Important Shade and Visually Snowpack

Large especially wet areas habitat for hole temperature 'forested'. retention at high
sawtimber late/early nesters and control Hiking elevation

season forage insect feeders opportunities. Mitigate rain on
High visual snow events
carrying
capacity
Commercial
value, hunting

Small Same as above Same as elk Low usage As above As above but As above As above but not Same as large
sawtimber lower forage lower value for so valuable sawtimber

value hole nesters visually or
commercially

Alpine Some forage Good forage Main habitat No use Important for No effect Allows scenic Snow melt swift.
where shrubs especially at specialized viewing and Causes heavy
abundant edge between species and recreation runoff and

forest and raptors avalanche
grass where
rodents

PATCHES plentiful

Shrub/forb Good natural Same as elk Low usage No use Used for hunting Heat, light or Visually seen as Faster snow melt
clearcut forage but more poles silt if next to unnatural. greater and more

needed for stream Some hunting fluctuating flows
optimal use value

Aspen/birch/ Abundant Same as elk Low usage Main habitat Some value for Shade and Adds visual Storage and
alder forage as well where wet less restricted cool. Collects diversity. filtration

as cover species. Dead silt Valuable
wood content in hunting, low
older areas commercial
valuable value

Krummholz Some forage Some forage if Cover and No use Important for No effect Visual diversity Local snowpack
shrubby hunting some birds storage and slow

release

Rock/forb Some forage Same as elk Some use in No use Little value No effect Visual diversity. Rapid runoff and
areas upper sections Dangerous in dramatic

avalanche avalanche
season activity

Grassland Forage but no Good forage. No use No use Lower value Light, heat, Open views, Faster snowmelt
cover. Edges More use than than forest erosion diversity value and runoff
main use elk but same for ranching,

cover problems some hunting
CORRIDORS

Riparian Probably used Same as elk No use Use in lower Important as Main habitat Good dispersed Protection of
as travel areas densest areas recreation stream banks.
corridor and most stable potential Source of large

with most woody debris
woody debris from stream

structures

Road Harassment Same as elk No use No use Some Silt and Major means of Influence on
when open, disturbance pollution if not travel into forest runoff rates and
travel when open. managed possible siltation
corridors when Provide some
closed edges for certain

species

Trail Little effect Little effect Some Little effect Little effect Little effect Provides access Little effect
disturbance by to unroaded,
hikers wild areas
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Step 4 - Natural Disturbance and Succession

The forest landscape is dynamic; it changes through the action of natural agents of disturbance (fire, windstorm,
pathogen attack, landslide, volcanic eruption) or human influence, and also through the natural replacement of
plant communities by succession after a disturbance. Many felled patches will succeed back to mature forest over
time. Others, paved areas for example, will not.

In the introduction to the Training manual, the desirability of naturalness in the forest was discussed. In this
context it seems desirable to understand the ways natural processes work, especially large scale disturbances and
succession. It is worth considering how far some of these agents can be harnessed or mimicked as management
tools in a natural way (as fire is currently in some places).

Try to work out what agents of change probably would have existed in the natural landscape and how they would
have affected the landscape pattern (these patterns might in turn have affected the behaviour of some agents). In
this way some idea can be gained of what �natural appearing� is most likely to mean for the landscape. The
information will be incomplete but this will not matter too much if a reasonable picture can be assembled: the type
of pattern (where it occurs with what results) and the scale of change.

Some of these agents may occur in some sort of cycle of different frequency and may not be likely to occur for a long
time in which case, they can be ignored if beyond the time scale of the plan. The rate of succession may be
important to know (for rates of green up, etc).

AGENTS OF DISTURBANCE

FIRE: up to 20% of each area has been burnt within the last 100 years. Some have been human-caused, others 
natural. Spread controlled by ranch areas, avalanche tracks, alpine zone and aspen patches. Probably 20 - 25% 
of the forest at any one time would have been burnt in this way. Openings would have been medium scale, not 
small, irregular in shape. They tend to be concentrated on slopes with sunny aspect and exposure to funnelled 
winds which combine to increase the likelihood of fire take and spread.

SUCCESSION

Typical succession here is:

0 - 5 5 - 20 20 - 50 50 - 80 80 - 200+

Cedar hemlock zone

fireweed herbs aspen Douglas fir Douglas fir
grasses skunk cabbage Douglas fir cedar cedar
herbs devils club devils club hemlock hemlock

aspen skunk cabbage devils club white spruce
lodgepole pine skunk cabbage devils club

skunk cabbage

Engelmann spruce/sub alpine fir zone

fireweed herbs lodgepole pine lodgepole pine Engelmann spruce
grasses lodgepole pine Engelmann spruce Engelmann spruce lodgepole pine
herbs rhododendron sub alpine fir

mountain azalea rhododendron
false azalea
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Step 5 - Linkages Beyond the Design Unit

Many of the flows or processes are not limited to or capable of being considered solely within the design unit or even
the total plan area. Thus linkages to other parts of the landscape should be noted and understood. Examples 
include all migration, water flows in and out, people moving through. The information may mean that part of the
pattern in the design unit might seem to be of marginal value eg because of fragmentation, whereas it is a major
connection in, say, the migration of elk which needs to be restored to a particular successional state.

LINKAGES

DEER: migrate up and down the valley.

ELK: numbers vary and hunting disturbs them.

BIRDS: Fly in and out, both migratory and resident, especially raptors who hunt far and wide.

BOBCATS: roam around a wide area.

FISH: Migrate in and up the streams as far as they can. Their numbers depend on the water quality and fishing downstream.

PEOPLE: come in from both directions as recreational visitors and to exploit the forest. None reside in the immediate area.

WATER: moves through the landscape from collecting areas, down and out along the river.
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The analysis so far should have identified the degree and efficiency of the functioning of the landscape as an
ecosystem. Deficiencies will be noted so that the ecological requirements to restore function can be identified. 
The type of patterns, their scale and the site of change should also be known. Try to concentrate on the overall
pattern, especially the components of naturalness. Avoid being too influenced by the current state of fragmentation.
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Step 6 - Ecological Landscape Pattern Objectives

The next stage is to establish some ecological pattern objectives. This means working out the most appropriate
amounts, scale, location and shape of matrix, patch and corridor elements which would be optional at the present
time given the amount of knowledge currently available. At the very least, the aim should be to restore ecological
functioning and this can mean at its most developed level, a fully fledged restoration of the most fragmented or over
cut landscapes. These objectives are fed back into the briefing process as part of the bottom up/inside out factors.
They also give the designer a more thorough understanding of the ecological workings so that they can be built into
the design presented in a useful synthesis. The pattern objectives can be presented as a concept plan or sketch or as
a narrative. The way to assemble the pattern objectives is to answer a set of questions. In the end, it may not be
feasible, to implement all the objectives, for a number of good reasons - practicality, time, cost for example, however
this will not be known until the design is complete or options which trade off different values are selected.

a. Are there some rare, unusual, critical or unique landscape elements which should be protected or
enhanced? eg wetlands, old growth patches with interior habitat, lakes.

b. Is there anything missing which should be restored? (Where? How?) eg gaps in riparian corridors, a
particular seral stage, disturbed ground or old landings to be restored.

c. To what extent and where should natural patterns be emulated? (On the assumption implicit in the
foregoing that �natural� levels of diversity sustains ecosystem resilience, that species diversity is fostered
by habitat diversity and in mimicking natural patterns helps to achieve this).

d. Are there areas in the landscape where fragmentation should be minimized? Or where a high degree of
edge and contrast is desirable? Or where gradual changes rather than abrupt edges are better?

The answers can be marked on a map (and also on an overlay on the panoramic photographs used for the design
stage later). As well as pattern objective for the short term, it is also useful to propose possibilities in to how the
landscape could evolve and change in the longer term while maintaining ecological functioning and naturalness.

ECOLOGICAL FUNCTIONING

The design unit is almost intact as a natural ecosystem and functions very well. The clear cuts are small scale incidents
which disrupt or disturb some use eg deer and elk but not significantly so at the moment. The ranch areas break
continuity across the valley but this has caused little serious harm.

ECOLOGICAL PATTERN OBJECTIVES

1. The upper part of the forest is important for animals like bobcat and for snowpack retention and slow release of
water into the streams. Leave undisturbed.

2. Lower parts are important for deer and elk but would normally contain 20 - 25% disturbance at various seral
stages on a moderated scale at any one time. This should be maintained as a dynamic part of the landscape.

3. Riparian areas are very important for fish habitat. They should remain undisturbed.

4. Existing openings should be enlarged to blend with the natural scale and structure of the forest and to substitute
for seral stages succeeding into mature forest.

5. The scale of the problem should be such that fragmentation is controlled to maintain connectivity in the matrix.
This should be done by reservation of upper slopes and riparian areas together with control of the dynamics of
succession to ensure matrix replacement before further disturbance.
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ECOLOGICAL PATTERN OBJECTIVES
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CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Much of the inventory information listed above is important not so much for what it is, but how it influences the
possibilities open to the designer. This is most useful when sorted into those factors which constrain options for
action and those which provide opportunities. The whole team should contribute to this part of the analysis. One of
the drawbacks of some of the overlay mapping planning methods is that constraints are shown as superimposed
layers.

The assumption is that the more layers there are, the more constraints and the more sensitive. This can have the
effect of double counting when some factors are in fact different facets of the same thing. The type of analysis
recommended here is able to distill out the key influences of a factor which can be related to other aspects in that
location giving a fuller picture of the interaction and their relative degrees of importance for some actions as
opposed to others.

The constraints are often all too obvious. Terrain problems limit accessibility and harvesting equipment may only 
be able to reach a certain distance from a road. Many guidelines have requirements that are essentially constraints
although some affect work at a more detailed site level than the scale of TRD. It is useful to sift out from the
guidelines those which affect the overall design and to plot their implications on a plan. Into this category come
examples where clearcut logging is not allowed, minimum distances from different categories of stream for riparian
protection, the amounts of clearance permitted to meet a particular visual quality objective, the porportion of
equivalent clearcut area allowed at any one time in a particular watershed unit, etc. Generic guidelines such as
those for the Okanagan Timber Supply Area or more specific ones such as Coastal Fisheries/Forestry Guidelines
should be analyzed for this information.

Opportunities are perhaps less obvious. They are the converse of constraints. Areas where any type of harvesting is
possible, where wide choices exist over where a road could be built, areas where a range of logging systems are
feasible, for example. Other opportunities may be where recreation can be provided, where existing rectangular
clear cuts can be reshaped to improve visual quality, or where views from a road can be opened up.

The information sorted out at this stage should be presented in both plan and perspective ready for the design
phase. This analysis will also identify necessary refinements to the top down/outside in objectives which should be
finally agreed at the completion of the analysis stage.
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CONSTRAINTS & OPPORTUNITIES ANALYSIS
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4. DESIGN CONCEPT GENERATION

At this point, the landscape analysis is complete. The design stage is one of synthesis where the designer takes over
much of the process for a while. After taking the design to pieces, it is now put back together. A pattern for the
landscape is generated which combines the spatial organization of the forest with the processes at work in it. A
successful forest design must combine 3 things.

� It must be capable of producing the outputs desired from it in an endless stream over time.

� It must maintain or enhance ecological functioning.

� It must ensure an attractive appearance.

Design is creative; there are numerous possibilities as to how the criteria can be met in terms of a pattern on the ground.
It is the skill of the designer to synthesize all the information presented by the analyses and the objectives to fit it
into the landscape. This is done by firstly preparing a concept and then a sketch design in both plan and
perspective.

Where do the ideas come from? Happily we are not faced with a blank sheet and forced to come up with ideas from
nowhere. The landscape is the designer�s canvas and already gives structure, pattern, context and prescribes the
possibilities into a limited number of probabilities. We should work with it, so the lead should be taken from it.
Time spent contemplating the landscape on site, in front of the photographs, and with the landscape character analysis
is well spent. Possibilities on how the landscape can be divided into shapes following topography, vegetation patterns
and so on will begin to emerge. Record them roughly on tracings and simple sketches. As these develop refer them to
the ecological analysis to see how the two can be fitted together. This should be reasonably easy in some landscapes
where many patterns are intact. It will be more difficult in highly fragmented landscapes where restoration rather
than conservation of the ecological patterns is desirable. In this case, the emerging shapes should be tested to see if
they fit the potential for certain desired landscape structures.

The basic concept will be no more than a rough sketch annotated as to what the shapes might represent in terms of
meeting objectives - areas to protect, areas where harvesting is possible etc, and their general magnitude. In fact, in
many cases, several concepts might present themselves, especially options of possible combinations of action to meet
objectives. Most work of design should be carried out in perspective as the only way in which an attractive appearance

KEY FACTORS FOR DESIGN

OBJECTIVES

1. Timber production on sustained yield basis to contribute to AAC for TSA
2. Protection of fish and riparian zones
3. Meet VQO�s in design (PR & R)
4. Maintain ecological functioning as expressed by landscape pattern objectives

CONCEPT

1. Avoid work on upper 2. Maintain riparian 3. Fell in the remainder
slopes as these are: zones as these are: of the forest to:

a. unstable a. vital fish habitat a. extract commercially valuable timber
b. low merchantability b. important animal habitat b. salvage insect infested stands
c. inoperable c. vital for water quality c. create replacement early successional stages
d. ecologically and hydrologically d. provide connectivity in d. redesign the existing poorly shaped units

sensitive the landscape e. reflect the shape and scale of the landscape
f. avoid total clear felling in favour of selective

Therefore design a boundary Therefore design them to cutting or a good proportion of trees left
line between these areas and fit into the shape and scale standing on cut areas.
those below. of the landscape. g. safeguard sites during operations and

minimise disturbance to adjacent areas.
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CONCEPT
DESIGN
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Consultation documentation
management tools etc

Objectives Landscape
character

Ecological pattern
objectives

Spatial organization
fitting landscape

Sketch Design Constraints &
opportunities analysis

Test sketch design
against objectives

Fails to meet objectives Meets objectives

Client agrees design
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5. SKETCH DESIGN GENERATION

Gradually the loose ideas and shapes generated at the concept stage harden, are refined, and become more detailed.
As well as designing shapes, some testing of how the design might work over time should be carried out. This
enables some of the possible processes to be evaluated and the rate of change, its scale and ecological effect to be
checked against the criteria set out in the landscape ecological analysis. In addition it is at the sketch design stage
that the constraints and opportunities analysis is brought in and used to modify the proposals so far developed in
terms of practicalities, guidelines and standards.

DESIGNING THE PATTERN OF SHAPES

At the end of the sketch design phase, a whole sequence of drawings should have developed showing the overall 
pattern of shapes as an overlay to the panoramic landscape photographs, a series showing how the design is expected
to develop over time and a map of the shapes. When presented alongside the analyses the logic underlying the
solution should be apparent. (The curious thing is that while design is creative, not analytical, the end result should
appear as the logical progression of the thought processes. This is only obvious with hindsight: analysis alone
cannot produce a design).

The team reconvenes and evaluates the sketch proposals to ensure that they meet all the objectives. The design is
iterated and revised until the team is happy with it. Then it can be presented to the client and be subjected to any
consultation and public scrutiny before it is signed off or approved. If the design has developed as a series of
options, this can be useful since it gives the client and the public the chance to participate more fully than merely
commenting on one solution or being presented with a fait accompli.

PROPOSED ACTIVITIES IN THE FOREST
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Maintain undisturbed
forest cover

Promote succession to
conifer

Allow succession to conifer
at its own pace

Thin to remove insect
infested trees.
Eventually fell

Thin/selectively log 
to promote Douglas fir
and hemlock etc

Harvesting early to
improve shape and scale 
Late harvesting to emulate
natural disturbance pattern
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HOW THE FOREST WILL CHANGE OVER TIME
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PHASE 1

Correct the problems of the early unit shapes. Their size is increased but shape, scale,
interlock and blend into the forest matrix are improved. Standing trees are left around the
edges. This makes the openings appear and function more as natural ones. Once greened
up they will provide useful elk and deer habitat and forage areas.

The area suffering from beetle attack is given a salvage/sanitation felling within a
designed shape.

PHASE 2

The felled areas are greened up and blending well with the forest matrix. Conifers are showing
through some of the aspen stands. A second unit is selectively felled to ensure a reasonable scale is
achieved while meeting the retention VQO. The lodgepole pine is taken to help the Douglas fir.
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HOW THE FOREST WILL CHANGE OVER TIME
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PHASE 3

The first units are well into the pole stage and are becoming reabsorbed visually and
ecologically into the matrix. The second unit has had a second cut with the regeneration
growing well. Some overstorey is retained. The third unit can now be felled. Some of the
aspen areas are converting to broadleaves.

PHASE 4

The first units are reabsorbed into the matrix. The second unit has reached pole stage
with old overstorey retained in places. The third unit has reached VEG and the aspen
mainly converted to conifer. The last units are felled. They could be restocked with conifer
or allowed to brush up with aspen in order to provide browse and visual diversity.
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6,7,8. DOCUMENTATION AND APPROVAL, IMPLEMENTATION, MONITORING & REVISION

Once the design has been completed it should be documented and approved (see Section 6.7) and handed to the
managers to implement. The people who are in charge of implementing the design should be part of the design
team (see Section 6.8). This will ensure that they own it and are committed to implementing it properly. The
progress of the plan should be monitored and revised over time (see Section 6.9). Records of progress and any
revisions should be kept with the plan documents to aid managers in the future.
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MAPPING THE PATTERN OF SHAPES

PROPOSED ACTIVITIES IN THE FOREST

Maintain undisturbed
forest cover

Promote succession 
to conifer

Allow succession to 
conifer at its own pace

Thin to remove insect
infested trees. 
Eventually fell

Thin/selectively log 
to promote Douglas fir 
and hemlock etc
Harvesting early to
improve shape and scale
Late harvesting to emulate
natural disturbance pattern
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